Terminus

“[Plato,] whose political plans foresaw the abolition of private
property and an extension of the public sphere to the point of
annihilating private life altogether, still speaks with reverence of
Zeus Herkeios, Protector of border lines, and calls the horoi, the
boundaries between one estate and another, divine, without any
contradiction.”
-- Arendt, The Human Condition

“In Latin, terminus means “limit, border.” It was originally the name
of a deity who was still represented in the classical age as an
anthropomorphous figure whose body gradually faded away into a
dot planted on the ground.”
-- Agamben, Potentialites
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Border 1
The site of disappearance, what can be seen of it, is marked by the
speed of light, by its graphical phantasm. What really disappears is
only what can be remembered or kept in sight. When the self
disappears is the moment it could have been remembered, and
possibly is: inside the act of looking. Perhaps this is an untenably
hopeful position as it is yet one that constructs the other (who is
remembering, who has sight). Perhaps the thaw of History is as
untenable as its disappearance. The disappearance of a discourse, to
will that, is this ethical? And the ice flow in the act of looking away is
as fractured as desire: who would desire being undone like that? Or
is it a question of risk? Being undone by desire?
The questions dive, skimming the surface.
Inside mourning is a desert; inside the desert is the possibility of
deserts; inside that possibility is risk, and risk is fractured. Across the
possible presence of a fracture, shards of conversation accumulate. At
the point where desiring and desired meet, coexist: now. The future
is an answer we can nearly touch, disturbing its surface.
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Interior
I held the cloth-covered spine of the book in my palm, and felt the
book fall gently against my wrist, the brush of its cloth cover. You
were sleeping in the blush of the first page. I was working under a
sign detailing the library’s regulations. Velcro peeling. Creaking
chairs. Wide concrete columns. Capricious thick-tongued truth. I
borrowed the held-back language of the first page and regretted it. I
touched your hair, and slid the book from under your face, softly, so
that I could read the first page.
[She is] attempting to cross a road at a point where several roads are
converging.
It was too late for language to be disembodied and remain language.
I bled language; it was too late for my body.
I did not look carefully.
All precautions evaded me.
I was caught up in notions of care and release.
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Border 2
The meaning of an image borders on its knees, like a knee skirt. Its
length is fashionable and means exactly what is fashionable. The rest
of the image is ulterior, is skin beneath. Meaning is clothing. Meaning
is fashionable and cloth. Kneeling to worship so that the skirt of
meaning covers the floor, concealing everything. (One instance of no
border resulting in total enclosure).
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Exterior
Divide the lines into two groups.
Those containing the masculine article
and those containing the feminine.
Some lines belong to both groups.
In a different arrangement, these lines form
a refrain on the stanza’s fringes.
Wind blows up the library stairs.
We take refuge in the books whose languages
have yet to break us.
Breaking the will is the/a reflex of our
language (that has no will).
Handwriting recollects
the body, the broken body.
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Border 3
When the border is barbed, its meaning is “stay away from me.”
Cursive and sharp. The border’s fortitude is in its timing. I bled
language; it was too late for my body to mean anything. Between
bodies and meaning appeared a border; it was too late to cross to
meaning;
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Interior
Our language with no body, nor less breath running.
Our language less in motion than motion.
Our tongues between properties, dividing
nipples, the centrelanguage, heartbeat.
By the middle of September I had no body,
I was centrelanguage dividing the missing heartbeat,
my heartbeat, from the present.
By the middle of September I had no property, no body.
By the middle.
I bled language until I had no body.
Between our properties dividing turnips
from snow in the cold bare
vicinity of our language.
By the middle of winter
our story was less motion, language bled from me.
By the middle, I was a missing person
dividing months from the human
language with no body
honeycombs
frozen
honed
shhhh
but
I cannot breathe nor run with this less language.
I bled language until I had no body.
Bled between turnips and snow
Bled the cold bare language.
By the middle
Our story was less
Language had bled from me
So our story was less.
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Border 4
The image means. Do you remember when the enigma of dreams was
a language managed between us? Now we are strangers using the
same handrail to help ourselves down the misconstrued steps of our
histories. The brittle and rarefied crunch of leaves underfoot. We
used to whisper to awaken our lovers. We used to hang on warm
breath and fingertips. An image is a familiar handrail. One day we
toughed out the descent without it. Our language was the metric
equivalent of desire, its microstructure revolutionary and bitter. Then
an image returned to rewrite me and I fell back against the pillow. Do
you think this means I should rework the image? To disturb its
return?
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